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money matters
Here’s what your wallet can
expect now that you’re expecting.
Plus, smart tips on how to save,
invest, and plan. by hallie goodman

Maternity pay
is rarely 100
percent of your
salary.
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on the home front

To make room for baby,
you need to have a great
mortgage, which means
having great credit. Think
it’s too late? Don’t! You
can raise that score in
six months. The fastest
way? Pay down all your
credit cards to below 35
percent of their limits.
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time management

Try to log extra hours and goodwill at work
now while you still can. Since you’ll be missing
work when you attend prenatal appointments
each month, try scheduling them in the a.m.
since the wait is shorter; then stay late to make
up for it. Stockpile those sick or vacation hours
for a rainy day (think: possible bed rest).

nanny, granny, sitter, day care?

Do your due diligence. “You aren’t going to
just stumble upon the best value,” says Graff.
“You’ll have to investigate.” Many companies
offer partial reimbursement for child care
expenses, so put a call in to HR. The IRS also
offers help, allowing you to pay some of your
child care costs using pretax dollars, but
this will depend on your income level.

ps
“Keep in mind that all of these
figures exclude two very important
costs,” says Graff. Number one: “The
cost of lost opportunity. A majority
of people don’t work as much after
they’ve had a child.” Number two:
College tuition. “And let me tell you,”
she warns, “if you thought that your
stroller was expensive…”
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